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Study on Single-Polarized Holey Fibers with Double-Hole Unit
Cores for Cross-Talk Free Polarization Splitter
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SUMMARY
A single-polarization single-mode (SPSM) photonic crystal fiber (PCF) based on double-hole unit core is proposed in this paper
for application to cross-talk free polarization splitter (PS). Birefringence
of the PCF is obtained by adopting double-hole unit cells into the core to
destroy its symmetry. With an appropriate cladding hole size, single x- or
y-polarized PCF can be achieved by arranging the double-hole unit in the
core along the x- or y-axis, respectively. Moreover, our proposed SPSM
PCF has the potential to be applied to consist a cross-talk free PS. The
simulation result by employing a vectorial finite element beam propagation
method (FE-BPM) demonstrates that an arbitrary polarized incident light
can be completely separated into two orthogonal single-polarized components through the PS. The structural tolerance and wavelength dependence
of the PS have also been discussed in detail.
key words: single-polarization single-mode, photonic crystal fiber, polarization splitter

1.

Introduction

With the continuous development of information society
and the rapid popularization of the Internet, the demand
for high-speed large-capacity optical communication system is further increased. In the past two decades, study on
high-performance optical devices based on photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [1], [2] attracts a lot of attention of researchers. PCFs or micro-structured optical fibers are special types of optical fibers where air holes are arranged in a
periodic arrangement in the cladding. According to the different guidance mechanisms, PCFs are generally classified
into two categories: the holey fiber (HF) [3] based on the total internal reflection mechanism and the photonic band gap
fiber (PBGF) [4] based on the photonic band gap of periodic structure. In comparison to conventional optical fibers,
PCF shows basic properties including high birefringence,
nonlinearity, endless single-mode, etc.. Among them, the
PCF with high birefringence [5]–[7], which can be obtained
by breaking the symmetry of core or the cladding, is a key
concern for coherent communication and is widely used to
design a single-polarization single-mode (SPSM) fiber [3].
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A SPSM PCF guides only one polarization mode and thus
eliminates the mode coupling between the two orthogonally
polarized fundamental modes. Compared with the conventional polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers that support two
orthogonal polarization states, a SPSM PCF oﬀers several
advantages including a high extinction ratio, no polarization
mode dispersion, and polarization-dependent loss issues. So
far, a number of SPSM PCFs [8]–[11] with various periodic
lattices have been proposed.
In the modern information society, polarization splitters (PSs), which can split an arbitrary polarized light into
two orthogonal polarization states, are widely studied as
one of the key element in optical communication system.
So far, several PCF based PSs have been proposed [12]–
[15]. For the general PSs, polarization splitting is achieved
by separating one of the orthogonal polarization state (xor y-polarized component) out of the incident beam using
the diﬀerent coupling lengths of the two polarized components. However, this kind of PSs suﬀer a long device length
and the unavoidable extinction ratio. In 2014, Zhang et al.
proposed a novel cross-talk free PS based on special SPSM
PCFs whose core consists of elliptical-hole unit [14]. Although this device has a cross-talk free property and a short
device length, it is suﬀering a low structural tolerance due to
the fluctuation during manufacturing processes of the elliptical air hole. After that, Zhong et al. studied an L-shaped
PS with square lattice SPSM PCFs which has a high structural tolerance [15]. However, the distribution of the output
pattern is not a Gaussian distribution, which may cause a
large splice loss with a conventional fiber. Therefore, considering the PCF fabrication technology, an SPSM PCF with
only circular air holes should be discussed for application to
the cross-talk free PS.
In this study, a novel hexagonal lattice singlepolarization holey fiber (SPHF) with an asymmetric core
is proposed. Instead of the diﬃcult elliptical-hole cells,
double-hole unit cells are introduced into the core to break
the symmetry. With an appropriate cladding hole size, the
singe x- or y-polarized PCF can be achieved by arranging
the double-hole unit along the x- or y-axis, respectively. Additionally, in order to achieve a cross-talk free PS, the phase
matched x-polarized SPHF (xSPHF) and y-polarized SPHF
(ySPHF) are designed. In this research, the full-vectorial finite element method (FV-FEM) [16] and the finite element
beam propagation method (FE-BPM) [17] have been used
to estimate the modal eﬀective index of each waveguide and
the light propagation, respectively.
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Fig. 1 Cross section of an xSPHF with double-hole units in the core.
One unit hexagonal cell is represented by red thick dashed frame in which
two circular air holes is arranged along the x direction.

Fig. 3 Variation of the core birefringence against the normalized wavelength for each SPHF with constant core gaps G x = Gy = 0.5Λ.

Fig. 4 Variation of the core birefringence against the normalized wavelength for each SPHF with constant core sizes d x = dy = 0.35Λ.
Fig. 2 Cross section of a ySPHF with double-hole units in the core. One
unit hexagonal cell is represented by red thick dashed frame in which two
circular air holes is arranged along the y direction.

2.

Birefringence with Double-Hole Unit

In this section, the birefringence of PCF with double-hole
units in the core is discussed. Since the geometry of double
holes aﬀects the core birefringence, we discuss the core birefringence variation with diﬀerent hole sizes and positions by
investigating the fundamental space-filling mode (FSM) of
the core unit cell.
As we know, a conventional holey fiber with a hexagonal lattice of air holes around the core has an isotropic
property. We consider that the core birefringence can be
realized by adopting several double-hole unit cells into the
core region. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the cross sectional
views of a 1-ring core xSPHF and ySPHF, respectively. For
each unit cell in the core region (shown in a red hexagonal
dashed frame), two circular holes are arranged along the xor y-direction, respectively. By introducing these kinds of
double-hole units to replace the elliptical-hole units, highly
birefringent HF can be obtained. The light blue region indicates silica, and the white circular holes indicate air holes.

The refractive indices of the silica and air hole are set to
n1 = 1.45 and n2 = 1, respectively. According to [18], Mägi
et al. fabricated a tapered PCF with a minimum lattice pitch
less than 300 nm using the post-processing technique and
the flame brushing technique in 2004. Therefore, the PCF
with the lattice pitch up to micron level can be produced
under the current production technology. In this study, a lattice pitch Λ = 2 μm is adopted to design the SPHF. In order
to ensure SPHFs with double-hole units have the same airfilling fraction the EC-CHF in [14], the original structural
parameters of these two HFs are given as follows: the diameter of holes in the double-hole unit cell for each SPHF is set
to d x = dy = 0.45Λ, the hole gap is set to G x = Gy = 0.5Λ.
The unit cells used for FSM analysis are also illustrated in
Figs. 1 and 2. The core birefringence of HF is defined as
x
− nyeﬀ |
Δn = |neﬀ

(1)

x
and nyeﬀ are the eﬀective indices of FSM in the
where neﬀ
core for the x- and y-polarization, respectively.
For the asymmetric core, the birefringence is sensitive
to the double-hole geometry. Here, the hole size and hole
gap dependence of birefringence is investigated, as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In Fig. 3, the hole gaps G x
and Gy are maintained at 0.5Λ, the birefringence variation
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of xSPHF and ySPHF are respectively represented by the
solid and dashed curves with d x = dy = 0.35Λ, 0.4Λ, and
0.45Λ. The birefringence increases by increasing the normalized wavelength, and the large hole size leads to a large
birefringence for both SPHFs. Moreover, the xSPHF has a
lager birefringence than that of the ySPHF with the same
hole size due to their diﬀerent hole arrangement. Considering fabrication process, the hole diameter should be less
than the hole gap in an unit cell, and the manufacturing difficulty will increase if the two air holes are too close to each
other, we fix the core hole size to 0.35Λ. Figure 4 illustrates
the variation of birefringence with diﬀerent hole gaps where
the hole sizes are set to d x = dy = 0.35Λ. For the xSPHF
core region, since each row of air holes is arranged adjacent
to each other, the birefringence reaches the maximum with
G x = 0.5Λ. On the contrary, with a constant circular hole
size, the small hole gap leads to a high birefringence for the
ySPHF.
3.

Cross-Talk Free PS Based on SPHF

The schematic of a cross-talk free directional coupler type
PS is shown in Fig. 5. In order to design the PS, three
kinds of HFs are required whose core regions are represented by the dashed frames, i.e., a polarization independent
HF (PIHF) in the middle which is used as the input waveguide, an xSPHF and a ySPHF at both sides of the PIHF
which are used as two output waveguides. The PIHF have
an isotropic core with only circular air holes (diameter is
represented by dPI ), and both x- and y-polarized light can be
transmitted. According to the coupled mode theory, when
the three waveguides meeting the phase matching condition,
an arbitrary polarized incident light can be completely split
into the corresponding x- and y-polarized components with
an appropriate device length. In the actual fabrication process, unavoidable slight variations occur between the fabricated hole sizes and designed hole sizes, even the phase
matching condition cannot be perfectly satisfied, the uncoupled component will remain in the input PIHF, and only the
desired polarization component exists for each output waveguide, i.e. the cross-talk free property is still achieved.
In order to design the phase matching waveguides,
firstly, a reference waveguide should be determined. Here,
the xSPHF is chosen as the reference waveguide since its
core circular holes should be designed carefully along the
x direction. As discussed in the previous section, the core

Fig. 5 Schematic of a cross-talk free directional coupler type PS. The
core region of each HF is represented by a dashed frame.

hole size and hole gap are set to d x = 0.35Λ and G x = 0.5Λ,
respectively. In order to achieve the single-polarization operation at the conventional communication band, the FSMs
for the core and cladding regions have been investigated.
Simulation results show that the single-polarization can be
achieved with dclad = 0.520 ∼ 0.552Λ at λ = 1.55 μm.
Figure 6 illustrates the dispersion curves of the FSMs of
core (dashed curves), and the cladding regions (solid curves)
with dclad = 0.53Λ, 0.54Λ, and 0.55Λ, respectively. Since
the large eﬀective index diﬀerence between the FSMs of
cladding and the x-polarization of core regions leads to a
strong light confinement, therefore, the cladding hole size is
set to dclad = 0.54Λ.
With the determined structural parameters of the
xSPHF, the rings of double-hole unit in the core should be
discussed to achieve the SPSM operation. Based on conventional optical fiber theorem, the maximum core radius Rmax
core
is given as follows,
Rmax
core =

Vc λ
√
2πn1 2Δ

(2)

where Δ is a relative refractive index diﬀerence which is
given as
Δ=

n21 − n22
2n21

.

(3)

Here, n1 and n2 represent the eﬀective indices of FSM of
core and cladding region, respectively, Vc is the cut-oﬀ
value, λ is the operating wavelength. For conventional optical fibers, the V-value is required to be smaller than 2.4048
to achieve the single mode operation. Simulation result
shows that the SPSM property can be achieved when the
number of core ring is less than 3. In this paper, a 1-ring
core xSPHF is used to reduce the fabrication diﬃculty.
Since the three phase matched waveguides in the PS
have the same cladding region dclad = 0.54Λ, then the
single-polarization range of a ySPHF should be investigated

Fig. 6 Eﬀective indices of the core region and cladding region FSM of
the xSPHF. The dashed curves are the FSMs of the core (red and blue
curves indicate the x- and y-polarization, respectively) and the solid curves
are the FSMs with diﬀerent cladding hole sizes, from the top to bottom, in
order, dclad = 0.53Λ, 0.54Λ, and 0.55Λ.
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Fig. 7 Eﬀective indices of the core FSM against the hole diameter dy for
the ySPHF with hole gap Gy = 0.4Λ at λ = 1.55 μm.

Fig. 9

Propagation behavior in the PS with Λ = 2 μm (L = 1768 μm).

Fig. 8 Eﬀective refractive indices of waveguides for the ySPHF and
PIHF as a function of air filling fraction at λ = 1.55 μm. The single ypolarization operation region is the same as in Fig. 7.

by adjusting the core hole size dy and hole gap Gy . According to the results in the previous section, a ySPHF has
a smaller core birefringence than an xSPHF with the same
geometry, therefore, the hole gap Gy is fixed to 0.4Λ to increase its birefringence. Figure 7 shows the variation of
the eﬀective indices of core FSM against dy . The FSM of
cladding for dclad = 0.54Λ is represented by the dashed
line. We note that single polarization occurs when the FSM
of cladding is between the x- and y-polarized core FSMs,
and the single y-polarization operation range is illustrated
with the blue shaded area. Then, the phase matching core
hole sizes of ySPHF and PIHF are determined by setting
the waveguide eﬀective indies equal to the xSPHF. The effective refractive indices of waveguides for the ySPHF and
PIHF as a function of the air filling fraction are illustrated in
Fig. 8. The phase matching core hole size of the ySPHF is
dy = 0.353Λ (air filling fraction is 22.6%), and the PIHF is
dPI = 0.5195Λ (air filling fraction is 24.5%).
After determined the hole sizes of three waveguides,
the core gap between two adjacent cores should also been
considered appropriately. A small core gap leads to a high
splice loss while a long device length occurs with a large
core gap. Here, the core gap is set to 2Λ and the cal-

Fig. 10 Normalized power for the input PIHF and two output SPHFs
along the propagation distance.

culated coupling lengths for the x- and y-polarizations are
Lc,x = 1758 μm and Lc,y = 1778 μm, respectively. We adopt
the average of the two coupling lengths as the device length,
i.e. L = 1768 μm. Figure 9 gives the BPM simulation results
of the designed PS. The x- and y-polarized components of an
incident light are completely separated and coupled into the
corresponding SPHFs. With the light propagation, the variation of normalized power for each waveguide is illustrated
in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the x- and y-polarized components are completely separated at the propagation distance
at 1768 μm. Although there is a coupling length diﬀerence
between the x- and y-polarizations, the loss is lower than
0.2% for each polarization which is negligible.
So far, a cross-talk free PS based on double-hole unit
core PCFs with Λ = 2 μm has been designed. Since the
variation between actual hole sizes and the corresponding
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Table 1 Coupling eﬃciency versus the deviation for diﬀerent parts of
the device parameters at each deviation level
Deviation
level
−0.3%
−0.2%
−0.1%
0
0.1%
0.2%
0.3%

ySPHF
88.8%
94.6%
98.5%
99.9%
99.0%
95.8%
90.9%

Core region
PIHF
82.7%
92.2%
97.7%
99.9%
98.0%
92.7%
87.5%

xSPHF
87.0%
93.8%
98.3%
99.9%
98.7%
94.8%
89.0%

Cladding
region
99.5%
99.7%
99.8%
99.9%
98.9%
98.5%
97.7%

Fig. 11 Coupling eﬃciency for each polarization versus the deviation of
all the air holes at same level.

designed hole sizes is unavoidable during the fabrication
process of PCF. It is necessary to discuss the structural tolerances of our designed PS. Additionally, the PS is designed
with the wavelength of 1.55 μm, while the coupling eﬃciency will decrease if the incident wavelength varies, therefore, the wavelength dependence of each polarization is investigated. When the phase matching condition between
two adjacent waveguides cannot be perfectly satisfied, then
the coupling eﬃciency F is given as:


neﬀ,1 − neﬀ,2 2
(4)
F =1−
neﬀ,e − neﬀ,o
where neﬀ,1 and neﬀ,2 illustrate the eﬀective indices of the
two waveguides in the isolated system, and neﬀ,e and neﬀ,o
represent the eﬀective indices of the even and odd modes in
the coupled system.
In [19], it has been reported that the fabrication accuracy of circular air holes in the PCFs could be controlled
within ±1%. Under the same circumstance and considering the various uncertain factors in the fabrication processes,
firstly, we estimate the coupling eﬃciency of PS when all the
air holes are deviated within ±1% at the same level. It can be
seen in Fig. 11 that the coupling eﬃciency of x-polarization
decreases faster than that of y-polarization with the same
hole deviation level. This is because there is a deviation
between the eﬀective indices of adjacent two waveguides,
especially for the x-polarization. However, all the air hole
sizes are varied randomly during the fabrication process;
some hole sizes become larger, while some hole sizes turn
smaller. Consequently, the random variation of the overall
air holes leads to a relatively small eﬀect on the eﬀective index of each waveguide, and the corresponding coupling eﬃciency will higher than that shown in Fig. 11. According to
the coupled mode theory, the coupling eﬃciency is mainly
related to whether the mode matching condition is satisfied
or not. Considering that the eﬀective index of a SPHF has a
strong core hole size dependence and thus the coupling efficiency of PS against the core hole size variation of each
waveguide should be discussed. Table 1 gives the coupling
eﬃciencies of PS versus the deviation for diﬀerent parts of
the device parameters at each deviation level. We note that

Fig. 12
length.

Coupling eﬃciency for each polarization as a function of wave-

the deviation of core hole size leads to a low coupling eﬃciency, such as, when the core hole size in ySPHF reduces
by 0.3%, then the coupling eﬃciency decreases to 88.8%.
Comparing to the large hole EC-CHF based PS in [14], PS
in this study has almost the same coupling eﬃciency under
the same deviation level. However, the use of large lattice
pitch of Λ = 2 μm (Λ = 1.24 μm in [14]) and PCF with only
circular air holes makes it easier to be fabricated.
Additionally, the wavelength dependence of the PS
has also been investigated, as shown in Fig. 12. For ypolarization splitting, the coupling eﬃciency is better than
90% from 1.5 to 1.6 μm, while the coupling eﬃciency decreased slightly for the x-polarization splitting.
4.

Conclusion

In this paper, a novel SPSM HF with only circular air holes
has been proposed. By using the double-hole unit to replace
the elliptical air holes, a high core birefringence up to the order of 10−2 is realized, and the SPHF is also designed with
an appropriate cladding hole size. Then, two kinds of 1ring core SPHFs and a PIHF, which are satisfied the phase
matching condition, are designed to consist a cross-talk free
PS. Polarization splitting can be completely achieved with
a device length of 1768 μm. Moreover, the structural tolerance and wavelength dependence have also been discussed
in detail. Even the PS has almost the same tolerance in
[14], the structure without elliptical air holes will reduce the
fabrication diﬃculty. So far, tapered PCFs have been proposed and fabricated with a microstructure pitch of less than
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300 nm [18]. The structure tolerance of the proposed PS in
this paper can be increased if adopting an appropriate taper
region into the PS. This is because a strong coupling occurs
in the tapered region which has a small lattice pitch. Moreover, PS with a tapered structure can also reduce the overall
device length.
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